
THINGS THEY CARRIED THESIS

The Vietnam War Described in the Story the Things They Carried by Tim O Brien. In his story "The Things They
Carried," Tim O'Brien describes a group of soldiers marching through Vietnam. A Literary Analysis of the Things They
Carried by Tom O'Brien.

One day the Alpha Company leaves for an operation, but even there the lieutenant cannot concentrate and
thinks about his distant love. Because of the nature of the war, these stories revolve around men and how their
direct contact with the war changes their lives. Through the various objects, the soldiers keep the author
manifests the feelings of that make up the realities of war. While these men carry the same standard physical
army gear, they differentiate with personal tangible and intangible items. Lieutenant Cross carried many things
while in war. It describes the tough war times for American soldiers fighting in the Vietnam War. He does not
remember every detail of the war, thus he makes up some false details to make the story seem more
interesting. Despite the fact that the leitmotif of the stories is war and death, female characters represent
significant human values and emotions. They all took place during the Vietnam War and follow multiple
protagonists that reappear in later stories. Millions of our youth were forced to leave their home and carry
inconceivable burdens. He ends up changing from a love struck, blind man into a firm, leading soldier. In fact,
he often points out that he has made entire stories up, after the fact. Most of the soldiers who fought and
served in Vietnam did not know the determining factors for being in Vietnam. One of the most meaningful
female characters is Martha, who appears in the first story The Things They Carried and symbolizes love and
danger. Here is one more essay sample dedicated to this book. Though the war still needed to be fought so
men became soldiers freely or because they were drafted. Men killed and died, because they were embarrassed
not to. Every thing they carried could in one-way or another cause them to emotionally or physically break
down. In view of this, it took men and women years to salvage their lives due in part to the trauma suffered
and observed in Vietnam, which incessantly transformed their lives. The passage fits great in this novel
because it gives great detail and imagery on how the characters Azar and Bobby Jorgenson felt toward one
another. He defends his decisions by proposing that what he has done is, in fact, not lie, but rather tell a
story-truth. Tim is the protagonist as well as the narrator of this particular story and it is the experiences that
he had regarding war that have drove him to write the this story. Being at war, he thinks of his classmate
Linda, with whom he once went to the cinema. There are a lot of apparent themes that are dealt with when
writing a story about war, especially about death. This is a very realistic piece of writing to explain what war
was like and what they may have been dealing with at that time. Any soldier in the army must be strong and
fearless. He seems to be a man in love, or more like a man in love with the idea of a lady named Martha. He
was in love with her but later discovered that she had a severe, incurable illness. The Things They Carried.
The , United States military personnel returned home with the loss of the war and the loss of their friends on
their minds. Works Cited Gratch, Ariel. Tim O' Brien is a veteran; as a result there are many things he takes
for granted or so we think and does not tell us. Milbrodt, Teresa. You scrambled his sorry self, look at that,
you did, you laid him out like fuckin' Shredded Wheat.


